
Small Groups and Home Study
Week of March 12th, 2023

Opening Prayer
A member of the group may open the time with prayer.

● AJ states that the Greek word for “slave,” doulos (DOO-lohs), appears 118
times in the New Testament. English translations often choose other, softer
words. Read Luke 1:48 for an example. Does your translation make the
decision to remove the word “slave”?
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The Ancient Practice of Slavery

Ancient Israel
● Leviticus 25:39-46
● Deuteronomy 5:12-15
● Deuteronomy 15:12-18

First Century Roman Empire
● Matthew 24:45-50
● Luke 17:7-10
● Ephesians 6:5-9

● “In antiquity,” writes AJ, “the idea of wanting to be a slave to another person
would be regarded as bizarre.” Based on these Scriptures, do you agree? Why
or why not?

● AJ notes that while ancient Israel did not eliminate slavery, it “did make some
progress.” How did Israel’s memory of having been enslaved influence its
own practice of slavery?

● AJ raises the question of how appropriate it is to judge the past “with the
moral awareness of the present.” How do you answer that question? Have
you changed any of your attitudes or practices over the years because of
issues of justice or kindness?

Read and Discuss Mark 10:32-45
● What do Jame and John ask of Jesus? Why do you think they make this request? How

do such verses as Psalm 16:8-11 and Psalm 110:1 help us understand what they
may want? How does Jesus’s prediction of his suffering, death, and resurrection (see
verses 33-34) influence your opinion of the brothers’ request?

● Why do you think Jesus's other 10 disciples became angry with James and John?
● How does Jesus say the community gathered around him is different? How well does

Jesus's description of greatness in his community describe behavior in the church in
your experience? Why?

● AJ notes people in the ancient world might sell themselves into slavery “to have the
money to ransom back a loved one.” How does this background help us understand
Jesus's description of his mission in verse 45?
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Watch and Discuss Video #3
Link: VIDEO 3 (If using ZOOM, you can have one person open the video and share their
screen)

● AJ notes major English translations of scripture render the word for slave as
“servant.” What makes this translation problematic? What truths about
slavery does it obscure? How does it rob the original writers of the power
they intended their language to convey?

● “In the Bible,” AJ points out, “not only people who self-identify as slaves of
God are free people.” How could free people thinking about themselves as
God's slaves be a beneficial image? How could it be a harmful image for
someone who is a slave (literal or otherwise -- a slave to debt, to sickness, to
an abusive partner, to a burdensome schedule, and so on) or who is living
with the ongoing legacies of slavery?

Closing thoughts?

https://www.cokesbury.com/download/getdownload/ae5f8682-b150-4409-973f-eed22035fcb1

